CASE STUDY:

J.C. Restoration Restores
Productivity with Encircle
J.C. Restoration has been restoring properties damaged by water, fire, mold, and storms
in the greater Chicago area for over 35 years.
They’ve successfully restored thousands of homes and businesses in the community and are champions
for home safety and customer service excellence. Property damage doesn’t just affect homes, it devastates
families. J.C. Restoration puts customer service first, with the intent of making a tough situation as easy,
seamless, and stress-free as possible. Because their work starts the moment disaster strikes, J.C. Restoration
requires real-time data to do their best work – at any time, on any day.

The Challenge

Encircle Fills the Gaps

When the J.C. Restoration team sat down to audit their
field-to-office process, they were surprised. “We didn’t
realize how inefficient our processes were until we
starting working with Encircle,” admits Josh Bachman,
Director of Technology. “Now that we know the difference,
it’s clear just how archaic our workflows were. It was
truly eye opening.”

This patchwork system was causing errors, story gaps, and
time delays. The J.C. Restoration team asked themselves: Is there
a better, faster, more accurate way to receive, share and store
information from the field to the office?

One major area of focus was improving how field reps
were providing photos to the office. Their field team was
taking photos in a native camera app and uploading
a few selections to an FTP site at the end of the day.
Then, they would send an email to the office to let them
know the images had been uploaded. The admin staff at
JC Restoration would import, rename, then save photos
with zero organization. So if a specific photo
was required later — it would take hours to find.

J.C. Restoration first deployed Encircle with its water damage
team. Encircle provided one-on-one training for both the field
and admin staff and within a few days, the entire company was
using the mobile app. Encircle was also deployed to the team at
headquartersso the field team could document and share on-site
data with them in real time.
The results were staggering. The administrative team experienced
a 90% reduction in redundant tasks. Using Encircle, documenting
claims dropped from 2 hours to 1.5 hours, allowing field
technicians to document 5 jobs per day versus 4. Communication
was clear. Productivity was on the rise. Team feedback was
conclusive: Encircle was easy, efficient, and super fast.
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“ This would have been a documentation nightmare and would have taken
weeks using our old methods. In a time of disaster, every second counts.
With Encircle, we were set up in an hour and sharing updates in real-time.
Encircle was critical in bridging communications between the field and all
involved, regardless of their location, and decisions were made instantly.”
JOSH BACHMAN, J.C. RESTORATION – HURRICANE HARVEY AFTERMATH

Encircle Instrumental
in Hurricane Harvey Clean-Up

between the field and all involved, regardless of their location. One
of the biggest benefits was that decisions were made instantly.”

When Hurricane Harvey devastated parts of Texas, J.C.
Restoration was invited down to help—equipped, of course,
with the Encircle app. While a team of 90 people were deployed
to Houston, it only took three project managers two days to
completely inspect and document 116 apartments across
30 buildings. "At, first I remember thinking, how are we going to
keep all of this straight?”, says Bachman. “But soon it became
very clear just how efficiently things were running on Encircle.”
Prior to Encircle, Bachman says, “this would have been a
documentation nightmare and would have taken weeks using
our old methods. In a time of disaster, every second counts.
With Encircle, we were set up in an hour and sharing updates
in real-time. Encircle was critical in bridging communications

While enroute from NYC, the adjuster could easily see the scope
of loss before arriving onsite. Downtime quickly became uptime,
as decisions were made quickly and everyone knew how to
proceed. The clear, transparent, and detailed communication
of information minimized adjuster, client and corporate office
questions so the field team could stay focused on recovery efforts.

“ It was empowering knowing that we didn't have
to take time away from our production efforts to
take calls from stakeholders — they just looked on
Encircle to get the answers to their questions while
the rest of the team focused on the task at hand.”
JOSH BACHMAN, J.C. RESTORATION

Stakeholders have real time access
to claim details regardless of location.

Efficiently document and share claim
information effortlessly.

Significantly reduce claim cycle times.

Automated your work flows.
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